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and others, led logically overseas, and to "the residual guilt felt by

self-txiled South Africans. "
Myseif in the late 1950s and eady 1960s thoroughly influenced,
at school and at Cambridge, by Leavis and Leavisite teaching,

I read

this section with a mkture of feelings. On the one hand, it was
good to be reminded of a time when Literature still matteted in
universities, before governments began to believe that one

of

the

to re-election lay through making univetsity education a
servant of the job market rather than an end in itself. Also, to

paths

encounter an aresting and convincing descdption by !7. H. Bizley
of the quasi-religious atmosphete of the Leavisite seminar in those
years-a kind of "s6ance" where "Lawrence's Lincoln Cathedtal
might become womb-like in the seminar-room," and where one
might emerge from Christina van Heyningen's class "time-washed."
On the other hand, thete is the tather comical effect of some of
the writing in "Roy" Littlewood's essay, with its "representatively"
hlperbolic tide "Lawrence, Last of the English." "Representative,"
that is, for instance, in its self-inflatedly pompous Chadbandian
rhetotical questions like "\illhat chance has Mr. Maurice Hussey's
excellent Little article on 'The Horse Dealet's Daughtet' in a recent

number of The [Jse of English-and what gtounds, other than his
own humility, have we for sharing his hope that such insights as his
will soon be common property?" tillhat chance indeed? any reader
outside the magic circle of initiati, then or now, will echo with a
smile. I tend to agtee with Bizley that it is "an example of 1950s
Lawrence criticism at its v/orst," with "tather more 'buzz-words'
than thete should be," (including of course "representative') and to
mildly regret that news of Litdewood's understandable deske not to
have it teprinted reached Phelps and Bell too late for them to excise
or prufle it fot the present volume.
But thereaftet, as Geoffrey Haresnape observes in a perceptive
and informative memoir on Lawrence's fotrunes at the University
of Cape Town, "the ousting of Leavis was a big blow to Lawrence."
Globally, tn tact, Lawrence's teputation was hit by successive waves

of a multiple whammy-6.minism, post colonialism,

the

"dislodgement" (a Leavisite buzzword come to haunt its maker) of
the canon of English litetature, and then perhaps of any canons of
literature annuhere in favout of a version of cultural studies that
tended to abandon any notion of cultural value or "ctitical
standards." In South Afnca, thete were obviously quite specific
circumstances (the ending of apartheid, the need to tefashion or
even invent a new national cultural identity) that conspired to
intensify the brutal,ity of his dethronement.
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Folklore on Birds, Beasts and Flowed'is undoubtedly the jewel in the

crowfi.

of this

section,

a

magisterial compound

of

literary

scholarship, anthropology, and intellectual and cultural history
which does indeed (even if ever so slighdy overplaying its hand)
offer arresting evidence of the relation between Lawrence and San
oral poetry and folklore.
In so doing, it seems, Heywood brings together the main
strengths of the South African Lawrence tradition. If you beJieve,
as I do, that the chief hope for the recuperation of Lawtence is to

explore and emphasise his complex relation to philosophical and
literary modernism in the light of contemporary theory (the work
of Michael Bell exemplary in this respect), then Part Three offers
plentiful support for your position. Its strongest pieces-those by
de Villiers and Merrington in patticular, but also that by Thutman

to

-manage
debates without

to various contempotary theoretical
leaving "close teading" behind. Meffington's essay,

contribute

for instance, picking up from Helwood in exploring Lawrence's
connection with Jan and Ren6 Juta, offers a stimulating discussion
of colonialism, post colonialism, and "African orientalism" that
discriminates nicely beween Lawrence and the two South Africans,
taken independendy as wdters, and concludes convincingly that
Lawrence is more anti-imperialist than they.
The book, then, offers a thoroughly satisfactory survey of its

chosen subiect, and is extemely well edited and produced. All
of all books, pethaps, will have regtets: mine are, in this
case, at the omission of two figures I would have thought added
useful perspective to the debate of a by-and-latge non-Leavisite
teaders

nature. The

ltst

is Laurence Letnet, of Cape Town, Sussex, and

later Vandetbilt, who devotes a third of his once rnfluenaal The
Truth-Tellers to Lawrence. He taught me at one stage, and I
remembet him as an unorthodox Lawrentian who had a role in
weaning me off Leavis. Patt of his take, as I remember it, was to
distinguish sharply between Lawrence's insights at the personal
Ievel, which he admired, and his social and political views, which he
did not. He was thus anothet of those in the tradition of Katherine
Mansfield, who saw that the phenomenon called "D. H. Lawrence"
was a multiple and shifting entity rather than a single and static one,
and that rubbed off on me, I hope.

The othet is atguably the most distinguished contemporary
South African literz;ry academic: Derek Attridge of Yotk. The fact
that he was one that flew over the cuckoo's nest ftom Lawrence to
Joyce would I think have tendeted his testimony all the mote
valuable. He has in fact given a partial account of his literary
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